In the past few years, the implementation of blockchain technology for various applications has been widely discussed in the research community and the industry. There are sufficient number of articles that discuss the possibility of applying blockchain technology in various areas, such as, healthcare, IoT, and business. However, in this article, we present a comparative analysis of core blockchain architecture, its fundamental concepts, and its applications in three major areas: the Internet-of-Things (IoT), healthcare, business and vehicular industry. For each area, we discuss in detail, challenges and solutions that have been proposed from the research community and industry. This research studies also presented the complete ecosystem of blockchain of all the papers we reviewed and summarized. Moreover, analysis is performed of various blockchain platforms, their consensus models, and applications. Finally, we discuss key aspects that are required for the widespread future adoption of blockchain technology in these major areas.
I. INTRODUCTION
Decentralized architecture has received ample acceptance in the past few years because of its need in many fields [1] - [3] . It is also of utility for Internet-ofThings (IoT) to solve their open problems, such as, security. Blockchain was initially introduced through a cryptocurrency, known as bitcoin [4] . It is a peer-to-peer network that is available to everyone, without the users having to provide personal details for authorization. Anyone can be a component of blockchain and perform a transaction. The security and trust aspect is solved through a consensus, along with a public ledger. Proofof-work (PoW) is the consensus algorithm that is utilized by public blockchains, such as, Bitcoin and Ethereum [5] . All of the transactions are validated through special nodes, called 'miners' [6] . Similarly, each transaction is executed through a public/private key pair that is distributed among the participants. The public ledger is an immutable chain-of-The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Vaibhav Rastogi. transactions, on which if any record is tempered then the rest of the peer nodes would invalidate the transaction.
Blockchain has the potential to be adopted by the financial organizations, banks, and government organizations for various applications, for example, in e-voting. One of the surveys that was conducted by the International Business Machines Corporation (IBM), with approximately 200 financial institutions, revealed that 91 percent of banks and 66 percent of financial institutions would have fully implemented blockchain technology by 2018 [7] . A reputable research and business consultant institute, Gartner, reported that there is $3.1 trillion worth of investments to be expected in blockchain technology in 2030 (cf. Figure 1 ). Because of this significant scale of adoption of blockchain technology by the industry, a high volume of research has been carried out in this domain.
The core research of blockchain technology is on the basis of efficient, secure, and scalable consensus algorithms. Public blockchain algorithms are scalable; however, permissioned blockchain algorithms are efficient and secure, but not sufficiently scalable [8] . Some light-weight public consensus algorithms have been introduced, including the Directed Acyclic Graph(DAG) for IoT platforms [9] . The new consensus model assists in the removal of a transaction fee in existing cryptocurrency models.
Blockchain technology is adopted by the IoT for its crucial problems of security, privacy, and provenance tracking [10] , [11] . Some IoT platforms employ blockchain as a trusted database. There are architectures that have been adopted to perform each transaction through the blockchain network. Similarly, there exists a utility for combinations of a cloud, the IoT, and blockchain [10] . There are a number of platforms that are specifically designed for the IoT to function in a decentralized manner. A complete review of latest IoT researches that are based on blockchain are thoroughly reviewed in Section III. However, in conclusion, the researchers have summarized an ecosystem of the research being done so far (as shown in Figure 2 ). IoT is covered in application layer of the ecosystem and as a platform.
There are a number of open problems in healthcare that have also been solved through blockchains. For example, the secure exchange of healthcare information among stakeholders, ensuring privacy [12] , integrity [13] , and the insurance of healthcare records have been discussed in detail [14] . Similarly, reducing the cost of healthcare transactions, as well as, limited access to health records introduces efficiency into the field through blockchains [15] . A number of available platforms for healthcare are also a part of the discussion in the healthcare industry [16] - [18] . A complete review of latest healthcare record sharing and related work is thoroughly reviewed in Section IV which is shown in application layer of the ecosystem Figure 2 .
The current digital economy and businesses are built on the basis of trusted authorities. Thus, in cases of carrying out transactions, the authorities are consulted regarding the authenticity of the receiving party. The problem with third parties is that they can also be compromised, manipulated, hacked, or misused, which may ultimately incur wrongdoing [19] . A blockchain provides consensus mechanisms [20] , [21] through which the aforementioned problem can be addressed, without compromising the privacy of other entities, including digital assets and parties. All transactional details can be verified at any stage. A blockchain has the ability to serve as an engine of growth in today's digital infrastructure, where businesses and commerce industries are web-based.
A. COMPARISON AND GAP ANALYSIS
There are a number of reviews related to blockchain in last 5 years. In figure 3 , the authors compare the literature that was reviewed in this article, through a series of Venn diagrams. Blockchain literature was analyzed and divided into multiple categories, such as, consensus techniques, smart contracts, the IoT, healthcare, business, and various platforms that are related to blockchain. It also shows the intersection between different areas, in the top-left Venn diagram, where the authors summarize the articles that are related to platform and applications, consensus smart contracts and the research that is common between them. Similarly, in the top-right Venn diagram, the review papers that are related to the IoT, business, and healthcare are summarized. There are a few papers that cover both IoT and business applications. The Venn diagram in Figure 3 also summarizes security, threats, and privacy in IoT.
Based on our comparison, we can safely say that most of the review papers until now have focus on investigating blockchain technology for a specific applications area, as illustrated by the Venn diagrams in figure 3 . However, there are few recent papers which focus on multiple application areas. For example, in [22] , authors have briefly reviewed the blockchain's potential benefits in various businesses, supply chain management, accounting settlement, and smart trading. Similarly, in [23] , authors have reviewed the requirements for blockchain implementation in various industries including financial [24] ,healthcare, logistics, manufacturing, energy, and robotics industries. In this article, we present a thorough literature review of existing blockchain application in the broad areas of IoT, Business, and Healthcare with their challenges and future opportunities. We also review the existing blockchain core architectures in detail. So in summary, this article provides the reader an insight of core architectures and three broad application areas of blockchain technology in a single draft.
A contribution of this article is that the authors provide a complete review of four areas of blockchain, including blockchain core research, the IoT, healthcare, and blockchain for business. In the literature, we found only a few review papers that target specific areas, instead of a complete overview of blockchain-related research. Secondly, our review covers the most updated articles and platforms in the aforementioned areas. A large part of the review includes the research that has been completed in the last three years in the specified four areas. In section II, the researchers thoroughly discuss the core blockchain research. That includes the type of blockchain platforms and various consensus algorithms, as well as, their merits and demerits, in order to assist in the correct choice for each application.
Similarly, we thoroughly discuss the existing problems of the IoT and solutions available through blockchain. Healthcare-and business-related research that was conducted in the last few years regarding blockchain is discussed extensively. In short, this article is a comprehensive review of blockchain core architecture and its applications in various fields, which we perceive to be the strength of this article.
B. ARTICLE STRUCTURE AND TAXONOMY
In Figure 4 , we have presented the taxonomy of Blockchain architecture and its applications according to our article. The article focuses on the existing literature review of the core blockchain architecture and its application areas, specifically, in Internet-of-Things (IoT), Healthcare, and Business. In Figure 4 , the top circle presents the core architecture of blockchain; while the other three circles represents the applications areas. In section II, the core concept of blockchain architecture and various platforms that can benefit from utilizing blockchain are discussed. The section discusses the four aspects of the core architecture, as shown in the figure. The section III lists complete research regarding the blockchain based IoT applications areas, their challenges and various consumer applications. Similarly, IV and V thoroughly discuss the adoption of blockchain in the healthcare and business sectors, respectively. In the busines section, the author also present blockchain potential in vehicular industry. The final section summarizes complete findings and its future prospects.
II. BLOCKCHAIN CORE ARCHITECTURES
There are a number of characteristics required to stakeholders in a corporate organization for survival of the service providers. First and most demanding property is to ensure data integrity i.e. to make sure no transactions are performed, updated or altered without the consensus mechanism within a network. This is generally ensured within an organization through implementation of cryptographic mechanisms. Similarly, organizations need to provide fair chance to all peers to make and update valid transactions, which is also termed as equal rights. Another demanded feature is establishment of trust which can be better obtained through consensus. Consensus actually governs addition of new items; it consists of the rules for validating and broadcasting transactions and blocks, and resolving conflicts.
A. CENTRALIZED SYSTEMS
In centralized systems, users rely on authority to carry on transactions. Like, in banks the customers rely on banking system which adjust customer's account balances after making transactions. In centralized system, the central authority can alter entire system by directly altering and updating databases at the back-end. Centralized services do not allow distribution of authority and thus are single services provider [25] . Online payment, cloud systems, governments, and courts are various examples of centralized system [26] , [27] . Employing these systems have deep impact on leveraging the fundamental properties of a good system including integrity, transparency, public access, and trust. The centralized system is also a single point of failure which means that if the service provider crashes, it affects the whole system and the stakeholders are ultimately affected.
B. NEED FOR DECENTRALIZED SYSTEMS
The basic idea behind the use of decentralized systems is to provide fault-tolerant distributed computing system where the authority could be distributed without having trust on central system. This ensures a number of other properties including trust, transparency, data integrity, etc. To provide publicly accessible infrastructure and achieve interoperability, the need for blockchain is imminent. It enables building of decentralized applications and distributed software infrastructures for a large number of untrusted participants. The problem with the centralized system is that it is prone to single point failure and the system does not provide transparency, fair access to resources, integrity, non-repudiation of transactions performed, and data immutability. Famous examples of decentralized systems are implementation of bitcoin and ethereum [28] , [29] . Other decentralized systems could be studied through the literature [25] , [30] , [31] .
C. BLOCKCHAIN: IS THE WAY TO GO
Blockchain refers to a distributed system, data structure, or network of blocks that are ordered in the form of a list [32] - [35] . Blockchains have two common types; one is public blockchain and the second one is permissioned blockchain. The former is publicly available where any participant can join and carryout transactions or become part of consensus process to update blockchains; thus the number of participants can be over thousands. This kind of blockchain is more prone to attacks. Famous attack includes Sybil attack, as the participants are anonymous and can have several identities to influence the consensus process [36] , [37] . On the other hand, the permissioned blockchain are close ended, example includes Multichain and Hyperlegder Fabric, Parity, BigChainDB, InterPlanetary, Corda and Quorum [38] , [39] . The blocks contains transactions as carried out by various peers within networks. The blocks within blockchain are connected back to previous blocks through a chain, which is indeed a hash representation of transactions made up till previous block. The chain ensures integrity of transactions, thus all transactions made in the past are not manipulated and attempts to temper with any of these or making a transaction without Proof-of-Work (PoW) results in invalidating the chain of hashes. Thus, transparency and trusts are established in the blockchains that are essential components that compels a number of organizations to implement blockchain in their respective infrastructure.
Bitcoin is considered as first generation implementation of blockchain employed public ledger in order to keep cryptographically signed financial transactions [40] . Similarly, the smart contract [41] , the second generation implementation of blockchain provided general purpose programmable platform with public ledger to keep record of all computational results. Smart contracts implements business logic and conditions [3] in order to perform programmable transactions which makes it different from rest of other techniques. Escrow [42] is one of the systems that implements smart contracts in order to keep funds until certain defined obligations, as provided in the smart contract, are met. Similarly, another example of blockchain implementation that employs smart contract is Ethereum [28] .
In blockchain network, the initiator signs transactions in order to ensure expenditure of funds, or to create and execute smart contracts. The newly initiated transactions are propagated to the blockchain nodes which upon validation propagates the transaction to other nodes until the transactional details are shared and validated by all peers of the network. Finding a unique hash(cryptographic value) for the transaction to become part of the blockchain network is termed as mining in bitcoin context. Blockchain relies on miners for appending transactions that are valid after reaching consensus on the whole network level. The consensus mechanism to be adopted for this purpose may include Proof-of-Stake [43] .
D. PUBLIC BLOCKCHAIN AS ORDER-EXECUTE ARCHITECTURE
In 2009, a new concept of blockchain was introduced by anonymous researcher. A white paper regarding Bitcoin, that is subsequently published in news, provides the author name as Satoshi Nakamoto [44] . The basic intention behind this new revolution was to bring a digital currency called Bitcoin into the world that does not need any central controlling authority. Using cryptography techniques and some shared consensus algorithms, such as, PoW, Bitcoin developed a trust paradigm between untrusted participant around the world. Blockchain can be viewed as a distributed digital ledger containing blockchain information, with each block identified by a cryptographic signature. These blocks are all backlinked by referring to the signature of the previous block in the chain, and the chain can be traced up to the first block.
1) BITCOIN ISSUES
Public blockchain are criticized related to privacy and scalability as there are no privileged users, rather any participant can join network, have access to information as available on blockchain, and also validate new transactions. Similarly, blockchain has scalability limits with reference to size of data and processing rate of transaction. It do suffer from latency of data transmission. Privacy and security issues are major concerns in blockchains [45] as the information is made available to all peers of the network.
The transactions in bitcoin are processed based on predefine consensus rules, thereafter the specific functionality are permitted to process transactions. Presently there are over ten thousand active nodes in Bitcoin. The bitcoin is based on a trustless environment which enables participants to perform monetary transactions e.g. transfer of money, without involving a third party which may include a bank or any payment service. Bitcoin basically a public blockchain and work on the concept of Proof-of-Work which altimately provide trust and security to their users [46] . PoW will be discussed in section II-G. The transactions executed over Bitcoin are order-execute-architecture, that means the transactions are given first to the minors to verify and find a specific hashing number. After this preliminary process the transaction is executed. Finding the hash and verify the transaction by all network nodes takes long time to finally commits it. Due to this long execution time various general purpose applications are moving from public blockchain to permissioned blockchain.
2) ETHEREUM
Ethereum was proposed in late 2013 by Vitalik Buterin, a programmer and cryptocurrency researcher, as an open-source, public blockchain-based distributed computing platform and operating system featuring smart contract (scripting) functionality [47] . Ethereum supports an advanced version of Nakamoto-consensus mechanism which works basically on ''Memory Hardness'' instead of fast processing power machines. With Bitcoin PoW large organization and substantial mining pools can influence the network. However, with ehtereum's reliance on fast memory data movements this problem is reduced. The Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) is provided by Ethereum which is a decentralized virtualmachine for executing smart contract code on ethereum nodes. Ethereum network is permissionless i.e. any node can join ethereum network if user downloads ethereum client to create account. Moreover, it uses its own consensus model known as EthHash PoW. It is capable of executing scripts using an international network of public nodes. Gas is a transaction pricing-based mechanism to mitigate spam and allocate resources on the network. Minors on the network defines the price of the gas and if a transaction is less the defined gas it will be declined. The system went live on 30 July 2015, with 11.9 million coins ''premined'' for the crowdsale [48] .
As such, the blockchain contains an un-editable record of all the transactions made. However, blockchain functionality is not limited to cryptocurrency, rather it can also be adopted to any distributed business environment. For example, due to its transparency and auditability features Sierra Leone a west African country conducted world first E-voting system using blockchain technology. Bitcoin placed the building block for the new era of computing. However, Bitcoin does not fit in all scenarios as each and every sector has its own requirements [49] . To adopt blockchain technology in different sectors, general purpose blockchain models are required that should be mature enough to handle all the business logic and practices accurately. Due to this reason world renown IT, financial, and other organizations are taking interest in permissioned blockchain model. Each of them are developing their own solutions for different sectors. Some of the organizations include IBM, Intel corporation, and Wall Street. 
E. PERMISSIONED BLOCKCHAIN ARCHITECTURES AND PLATFORMS
Among many enterprise blockchain applications are being utilized in finance, health, voting systems, and protecting civil infrastructure. One of the most important aspect of using permissioned blockchain system is that it offers high availability in contrast to single point failure. All transactions recorded in the system remains in the system as all nodes download every transaction or block and it can be retrieved when required from other nodes.
A permissioned blockchain is different from permissionless due to the use of access control layer [50] , [51] . It restricts users in terms of access to consensus mechanism and thus enables only the intended participants to join the network. This is in contrary to permissionless blockchains, which can be joined by any user as exemplified through ethereum, and Bitcoin. Following is the discussion of permissioned blockchain platforms.
Quorum [53] is the first blockchain/platform that adopted various consensus algorithms instead of using PoW. It is extension of ethereum and works as permissioned blockchain. It supports smart-contract with crash and BFT consensus models. There are a number of permissioned blockchain platform, however, Quorum is one of them that gains popularity because of ethereum support. Quorum extended the features in ethereum to become a solution for general purpose applications, such as, business and Healthcare.
All of the existing blockchains ranging from permissionless to permissioned blockchains are order-execute architectures which have a common issue, that is, all transactions are to be executed on all nodes which limits performance of the system and give birth to other issues including privacy of the users, concurrency, and denial of service attacks.
Hyperledger Fabric [49] , also called 'Fabric', is an open source framework to implement permissioned blockchains (cf. Figure 5 ). It follows execute-order-validate paradigm (cf. Figure 6 ). The traditional blockchain frameworks, such as, BitCoin and Ethereum uses order-execute architecture which slowdowns the transaction processing time. Digital Asset and IBM were the two companies that built the initial version of Fabric. It however suffers from two drawbacks. First, lack of proven use cases and secondly, an inadequate number of skilled programmers able to use it [52] . Overtime, Fabric is becoming a favorable ledger architecture for general applications. It provides a smart contract interface for application development called Chaincode. Chaincode can be developed in multiple languages such a, NodeJS, Go, Java, typescript. It also provides a Restful interface for existing applications to connect with the Blockchain network. Recently, Hyperledger project provided the second layer on Fabric for rapid application development called composer. However, due to certain reasons there is no further support for composer. Now, the applications are mostly developed, at the time of writing, in Fabric version 1.4. To develop an application on Fabric, a Blockchain network usually have to set up a user (administrator) belongs to an organization to run the Chaincode. The user creates certain security digital certificates to secure communication between network organizations and their users. Each node in the Blockchain network is developed with Docker containers which are deployed in the geographically distributed locations. The peer nodes in a network can offer one or more services, such as, a node can smart contract, Chaincode, as well as certification authority (CA) and endorsers.
Different applications can be incorporated in Chaincode that may belong to IoT, healthCare, business, etc (cf. Figure 5 ). The Chaincode can be executed as a smart contract while it offers connectivity with different APIs as well. The execution of a smart-contract requires few primary steps over the Blockchain network. Firstly, chaincode is executed from Chaincode Developer Kit (CDK), thereafter the smart contracts are rendered to endorsers nodes that actually endorses the validity of the contract and further permits the execution of the contract. After confirming the legitimacy of the owner of the contract. Thereafter the chaincode is transferring the transaction to Orderer nodes that combines it and generate the blocks as per the predefined legitimate block size. The hashes of the blocks are computed that are thereafter added to the chain through the consensus mechanism. The status of the ledger is maintained consistently in this fashion using either of the BFT, Kafka, Solo, etc. consensus algorithms that could be opted.
Problem and Recommendations: Hyperledger fabric is rapidly gaining popularity and acceptance. It is opted by most of the developers as it allows application development and ease for writing smart-contracts in a number of domains as explained in this paper. However, it offers centralization and includes membership service node that requires the identity of the member as opposed to those of Ethereum that is based on PoW and Proof-of-Stack(PoS) and are purely public blockchain.
F. BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORMS FOR IOT
There are a number of platforms that are specifically designed for IoT networks due to there specific characteristics.
1) IOT CHAIN
IoT chain is a new platform for IoT devices to work as decentralized network. IoT chain has not been open to the public for development, however, has shown its result, securities, consensus and other issues to the IoT network. It compared results with IOTA, SLOCK, IT, IBM-ADEPT and other chimes projects. As blockchain technology, it supports PBFT and DAG as consensus.
2) IOTA
IOTA is another platform that uses DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) specifically designed for IoT. There is no concept of reward in IOTA, instead a new transaction will appear any two previous transactions into the network. Figure 7 shows a comparison of a traditional blockchain datastructure with IOTA based on DAG. IOTA, being distributed ledger technology (DLT) satiates computers in an IOTA network to transfer immutable data and value (IOTA tokens) among each others. Recently, IOTA Tangle announced integration with Hyperledger Fabric systems, that provides fluid data sharing and validation with permission systems that are siloed. IOTA Connector provides data to be mirrored into Tangle, benefiting from all the features available, including encrypted transaction payload, fee-less payments, and public/private message chains. Upon the execution of the smart-contract, a request is triggered to the IOTA Tangle to allow update and store the results of executing the smart contract and further to make payments between IOTA wallet holders.
3) WALTONCHAIN
Walton chain [54] is another platform that is specifically designed for IoT to work as decentralized network. It mainly contains two parts, the hardware and the software. RFID is used as a communication medium in IoT devices while the electronic transaction is performed on newly designed blockchain architecture. Software includes the Walton chain protocol and Walton coin. Open IoT blockchain provides an open secure hardware engine to develop secure IoT devices for blockchain.
G. CONSENSUS MODELS
The consensus process allows read from and update to the shared state that ensures ordering of transactions and further guarantees integrity of contents across geographically dispersed areas in a decentralized fashion. Different blockchains have employed various consensus models which include Prove-of-Work, Proof-of-Bayzantine-Fault-Tolerance (PBFT), Proof-of-Stake (PoS), and Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET). Generally, consensus protocols are selected on the basis of three essential properties; namely, 1. Safety, 2. Liveness, and 3. Fault Tolerance. We provide a brief information about some consensus protocol in the following subsections.
1) PROOF-OF-WORK
In order to add blocks to a blockchain, some proof of work has to be communicated. Bitcoin uses PoW concept as consensus mechanism, which scales over 1000 of nodes. PoW requires the initiator to solve a puzzle, a mathematical or cryptographic operation by brute forcing and to produce a value (also called wining value), which is less than a defined one as set forth by the network. At times, more than one node produces winning value at the same time to add block and thereafter ask for reward. This situation creates a fork and is resolved by the network by analyzing the maximum value of prove-of-work i.e. maximum work done by a node. The update request by the node with minimum proof-ofwork is discarded. This way the consistency of state among all nodes is ensured. PoW fits best for those networks that requires scalability. Mostly permissionless blockchains utilize PoW as they have authenticity of the participating node, as a result the network size becomes very large. It suffers from few drawbacks, it requires every node to invest huge amount in purchasing equipment used in the mining process. It is more vulnerable to attack because of its open nature. It supports very low transaction rate of only 7 per second, which is far less as compared to Visa or Master card, which offers 10000 transactions per second. In case of fork, the transaction confirmation takes too much time. Beside it requires significant energy expenditure, and high latency; however, to ensure safety of consensus process, the operation is quite acceptable. Other variants of consensus mechanism as adopted by Bitcoin includes DogeCoin, LiteCoin [55] , Monero and NameCoin [8] , [56] . To implement consensus, RAFT, Paxos, and BFT (Byzantine Fault Tolerance) algorithms are some of the solutions used in distributed systems.
2) PROOF-OF-STAKE (POS)
Proof of Stake replaces the mining mechanism of the PoW model which consumes power in abundance. Instead of e.g. purchasing equipments to generate wining values, PoS suggests to purchase cryptocurrency and use the same to buy chances of block creation in blockchain [57] - [59] .
3) PROOF-OF-ELAPSED-TIME (POET)
As per PoET, the model randomly selects next leader to finalize the block and in order to select the leader the model broadcasts election among all the participants to ensure fairness. To guarantee that the election is carried out in a secure environment, Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) is utilized. A validating node claiming a leader to mine a block has to produce proof from Trusted Execution Environment that other nodes can easily verify. Prove has to be submitted that it had shortest-wait-time before it is allowed to start mining the next block. Since it relies on specialized hardware, it is the main drawback of utilizing this consensus mechanism [60] , [61] .
4) BYZANTINE FAULT TOLERANCE
A Byzantine fault is any fault presenting different symptoms to different observers [62] . A Byzantine failure is the loss of a system service due to a Byzantine fault in systems that require consensus [63] . In distributed systems, Byzantine Fault Tolerance is the dependability of fault tolerant computer system, where a node has failed and there is improper information whether the node is failed. Other nodes need to reach a consensus whether to declare node as failed or to remove it from the network based on concerted action. Certain aircraft systems, like Boeing 777 Aircraft Information Management System, the Boeing 777 flight control system, and the Boeing 787 flight control system consider Byzantine fault tolerance in their design, as BFT works well in real time systems and where low latency is required [64] , [65] .
The Linux foundation developed Hyperledger fabric, a famous permisioned blockchain, which is based on pluggable consensus model. It is designed for a known and registered group of participants, with registered identities on a central registry service. The hyperledger fabric support two consensus models naming Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) and its variation SIEVE to deal with non deterministic chaincode execution. Chaincode, a smart contract based blockchain, is supported by BFT. 
5) PRACTICAL BYZANTINE FAULT TOLERANCE (PBFT):
Miguel Castro and Barbara Liskov proposed PBFT algorithm for solving consensus and to compensate the failure of Byzantine. PBFT uses the conception of replicated state machine and replicas for state changes. PBFT provides many other features including encryption of messaging among replicas and clients. To tolerate failures of 'n' nodes, the algorithm uses 3n + 1 replicas although it places some overhead in terms of messaging and performance over replicated nodes. Literature provides scalability details of 20 replicas for PBFT.
6) SIEVE CONSENSUS MODEL
The chaincode has a non-deterministic approach where upon execution of different replicas, the results may be different over a distributed network. In order to deal with nondeterminism, SIEVE consensus model is designed, which speculatively executes all transactions and then results produced by various replicas are analyzed. If the divergence between the output is small over small number of replicas, then the diverging values are seived. If the observed divergence is across a large number of processes, then the operation is seived itself.
A high level comparison of various blockchain consensus mechanisms is provided in Table 1 based on specific characteristics of blockchain. These characteristics are confined to type of blockchain, performance in terms of transaction rate, the trust component, cost of participation i.e. cost to join the network or use specific services, scalability of the network i.e. addition of new nodes, security, and power consumption. The factors are not exhausted, rather these are representative enough to compare usage of various consensus mechanisms. In the next subsection, there are some recent variant of PoW consensus algorithms proposed. The author provided its analysis separately in following section.
7) FLAVORS OF POW
A variant of PoW consensus algorithms are proposed recently. Those are discussed below briefly. Proof-of-Authority (PoA) is an energy-efficient and fast consensus mechanism mostly used in permissioned blockchains as being a bit centralized. It is used by Vechain, Ethereum, Kovan, Testnet. In PoA based networks, transactions and blocks are validated using validators that run the software for putting the transactions into blocks once the identity is verified on-chain. For upholding the transaction process, the validators are provided incentives as well.
Proof of Weight (PoWeight) is another scalable and customizable efficient consensus mechanism used by Algorand. As in PoS, the number of tokens owned by the network presents the chances of discovering the next block, the PoWeight system considers weighted value instead of the percentage of tokens. Proof-of-Reputation (PoR) serves better in permissioned blockchain and is a collaborative consensus procedure. For ensuring the network's security, considers the reputation of the node (participant). The nodes that have previously cheated the network face financial consequences that are considered by the PoR. A company that has previously shown a well-received reputation is voted to be an authoritative node and serves as Proof-of-Authority for signing and validating blocks.
Proof-of-Space (PoSpace) or Proof of Capacity (PoC) PoSpace considers capacity in terms of space while PoW considers computation power. PoSpace is more environmentally friendly as it does not require huge computation as demanded by PoW. When there is a legitimate request for service like sending an email, a non-trivial amount of disk space is to be allocated that will be needed during solving a challenge posted by service providers. This is done through PoSpace. i.e. to the prover, a piece of data is sent to a verifier that some amount of space is allocated. It is considered as a greener solution compared to PoW.
The Proof-of-History (PoH) consensus mechanism demands to present any evidence that shows the transaction is occurred before the occurrence of an event or after the occurrence of an event. The proof-of-history provides means for creating a record based on a particular history that serves as proof for the specific time period. An example of proof of the history of timestamps can better elaborate the mechanism. Proof-of-Stake Velocity, In order to validate transactions and secure the peer-to-peer network of Reddcoin, the proof-ofstake velocity is presented. It serves as an alternative solution to PoW and PoS. The term Stake and Velocity encourage ownership and activity in the network. Proof of Burn (PoB) is the process of burning coins refers to sending the digital currency to an address from which it cannot be retrieved back. This is done in comparison to the proof-of-work. By burning the coins, the node gets a chance to be selected in the lottery to mine the upcoming block. The more the coins are burned the maximum chances are availed to mine the block. However, the proof-of-burn just provides opportunities to those who are only ready to burn more money which should not be the only criteria.
The Proof-of-Existence (PoE) uses an online system for verification of some digital assets or documents over some specific time via timestamped transactional details in a cryptocurrency network. Its use cases can be found in document time-stamping, digital signed-agreements or for representing ownership of some data rather than the actual data.
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) is a fast and energyefficient consensus mechanism that is used by Iota, Byteball, HashGraph. They are famous for the aspect of scalability and are a more general kind of Blockchain. They have a unique structure that facilitates its scalability. In an ordinary blockchain, blocks are appended in a sequential manner, one after the other in a linear fashion. However, in the Directed Acyclic Graph, blocks are appended in a parallel sessions offering more scalability.
H. BLOCKCHAIN STORAGE AND COMPUTATION MECHANISM
Storage and computation are important considerations to take care of that impacts the fundamental properties of blockchain. The storage design decisions include whether item data, item collection, and computations be placed on-chain or offchain. These decision affect other attributes of implementing the system i.e. performance, cost, and flexibility. The famous cryptographic system, Bitcoin, embeds the item data in transaction on chain whose impact is more favorable in terms of achieving fundamental properties; however, it is less favorable in terms of cost, performance, and flexibility. Similarly, the public ethereum and smart contract also places item data on chain and embeds the same in transactions which improves cost efficiency. Keeping item off-chain is less favorable in terms of achieving fundamental properties; however, it improves cost, performance, and efficiency. Similarly, placing computation on-chain as per analogy of smart contracts produces good results in terms of achieving fundamental properties; however, the same is less favorable with regard to performance, cost, and flexibility. While keeping the same computations off-chain is less favorable in terms of computations but are more favorable with regards to other properties.
Based on the aforementioned blockchain platforms and related technologies, following studies provide a thorough review of literature in a number of domains pertaining to Internet-of-Things, Healthcare, and Business.
III. BLOCKCHAIN AND INTERNET OF THINGS (BIOT)
The way in which ubiquitous computing is prevailing is the use of smart devices and Internet-of-Things (IoT). Currently, there are more than 20 billion smart phones and IoT devices [66] . IoT devices are becoming a key component of most solutions through IoT-based sensor networks that provide remote monitoring, while smart devices provide remote real-time video-feed to individuals. IoT applications, such as, healthcare, body sensing and diagnostic reporting, industrial automation and monitoring, telemedicine and telemedicine consultation, security and surveillance, telemetry, asset tracking, etc. are making great strides. The success of IoT is in its ability to share information between devices or 'things', ease in accessibility, and support for heterogeneity. However, these characteristics induce some challenges, specifically related to security, privacy, and trust. Due to the absence of a verification or an audit mechanism, the challenges of security, privacy and trust are critical and complex in IoT, especially in a sensitive information domain, such as, economics, healthcare, engineering, and military communication. As blockchain provides a mechanism for information exchange (or transactions) between a group of unreliable entities, its inherent properties, such as, authentication, fraud protection, data integrity, etc. can solve the requirements of security, privacy, and trust in IoT.
A. MOTIVATION FOR BIOT
Blockchains can solve IoT's privacy and reliability issues. Blockchain seems to be the missing puzzle piece for the IoT industry. It can track billions of connected devices and can be used to handle transactions and communication between devices. This distributed nature of the blockchain can eliminate the issue of single point of failure and creates a more resilient IoT system. The encryption algorithms used in the blockchain ensure data privacy on the network [10] . The integrity of the distributed ledger of a blockchain is ensured because of it distributed location and malicious nodes or attackers cannot perform man-in-the-middle attacks as multiple communication channels are used to avoid wiretapping. Blockchain has already proven its value in financial services through cryptocurrencies, such as, Bitcoin and Ethereum, enabling communication between untrusted device groups and ensuring P2P payment services without the requirement of third-party brokers [67] .
Distributed, autonomous, and reliable functionality of the blockchain is an ideal component of the IoT solution. It is not surprising that corporate IoT firms have quickly adopted block-chain technology due to its advantages. In IoT networks, the blockchain can maintain an unchanging record of the smart device's activities and communications. This feature allows autonomous use of smart devices without centralized access. As a result, the blockchain opens the door to a number of IoT scenarios which were impossible to implement before. For example, utilizing a blockchain, the IoT solution enables secure, reliable messaging between devices in an IoT network. In this model, the blockchain handles the exchange of messages between devices, similar to financial transactions in a cryptocurrency network [68] . To enable message exchange, the device utilizes smart contracts to model communication between the two parties. One of the most interesting features of a blockchain is the ability to maintain a uniformly distributed, reliable ledger of every transaction that occurs on the network. This capability is essential for a wide variety of applications for Industrial IoT (IIoT) without the requirement of a centralized model [69] .
B. INTEGRATION OF BLOCKCHAIN AND IOT
The Integration of blockchain into Internet-of-Things (BIoT) is not a novel idea, however, it has open up a relatively newer and broader domain for research and development in the field of IoT applications. Most of the limitations of IoT can be resolved using blockchain technologies; however, high computation, high energy consumption, higher storage and slow nature of transactions are some of the areas that need focus to enable the implementation of BIoT. In this section, we present the updated review of the application areas, available platforms, consumer applications, and challenges in BIoT.
Quite a few research articles have been written on the topic of BIoT, which deeply explore the potential domains of research, identify the issues and challenges, and propose future directions for the research in BIoT. Table 2 shows the details of the review papers in the field of BIoT and their contributions.
Due to the potential advantages of BIoT, quite a few of the IoT enablers have adopted the blockchain technology and developed consortium and alliances for standardization and smooth integration of BIoT. Trusted IoT Alliance [70] is an effort of the blockchain and IoT Protocol working group at Berkley in 2016. It is a consortium of 17 companies that aims at using the blockchain framework in the IoT architecture to enable security, scalability, heterogeneity, trust, and privacy in a decentralized structure. The Linux Foundation's Hyperledger Project [71] is an open source collaborative work which was started in 2015 and has 61 members. Hyperledger Project, with its automated consensus protocol PBFT, is light enough to be implemented on IoT; however in the future it will allow the users to implement their own consensus protocol. There are several other project which are working on enabling blockchain in IoT ecosystem, such as, EthEmbeded supported by Ethereum [72] , LO3ENERGY [73] , Chain-OfThings [74] , IoTeX [75] , Raspnode [76] .
C. MODELS OF BIOT
In an integrated blockchain and IoT environment, the communication model between IoT devices can be classified in three different way, according to the interaction model [10] . The communication between IoT devices, can be either directly or through a blockchain. The third option is through a Fog or a Cloud computing model. These models are discussed in details as follows:
1) INTER-IOT DEVICES COMMUNICATION
In this model, IoT devices are communicating directly without the involvement of the blockchain. This model is the fastest as it does not involve the high computational and time consuming algorithms of blockchain. However, data integrity, privacy and security are not ensured and the mechanisms to enable privacy, reliability and security should be embedded in the inter-IoT communication. Only the history of communication/transactions between the IoT devices is stored at the blockchain. The recorded data, if not corrupted, is then immutable within the blockchain. This model is useful for fast communication between IoT devices with low security level requirements. Figure 8 illustrates the Inter-IoT device communication model.
2) IOT DEVICES COMMUNICATION THROUGH BLOCKCHAIN
In this model, all the communication/transactions between the IoT devices goes through the blockchain. This models ensures the data privacy, reliability and security for the both transactions and their data. An Immutable record of each transaction is again stored; however, the resulting transactions have blockchain overhead which causes latency. Figure 9 illustrates the model for IoT Devices Communication through blockchain.
3) IOT COMMUNICATION INVOLVING CLOUD/FOG NETWORK
Fog based IoT solutions for Cloud computing environment has revolutionized the IoT applications recently. Through this model, some or most of the computation load is transferred to Fog node, which takes away the load from the IoT devices, such as, encryption, hashing, and compression. Similarly, in an integrated blockchain and IoT scenario, the load due to blockchain's high computational and time consuming algorithms can be moved to the Fog node. Figure 10 shows a 
D. APPLICATION AREAS OF BIOT
Integration of the blockchain technology in IoT has enabled the developers to envisage various applications in different areas; from industries, such as, agriculture, energy sector, smart grids, etc., to network designing and modeling, information provenance, storage and databases, and supply chain management. Table 3 shows a summary of the literature review done by the authors in the application areas of BIoT. Some of these areas are discussed in details in the following section:
1) INDUSTRIAL IOT
IoT technology has significantly improved the industry sector in terms of real-time remote monitoring and control, reducing latency, smart manufacturing, supply chain management, and asset tracking. However, due to the inherent characteristics of the Industrial IoT devices, such as, low cost and security standards, these devices are vulnerable to the attacks related to security, privacy and trust. Blockchain, as special ingredient, can prevent these attacks and provide data provenance and immutability to the IIoT solutions. Significant efforts have been made in the field of integrating IioT with blockchain, which is named as BIIoT. Researchers have evaluated the challenges posed by BIIoT, identified solutions [82] , [83] , and proposed platforms for developing BIIoT applications for industry sector [84] .
2) ENERGY SECTOR
The implementation of blockchain in the energy sector has shown positive impact with cost reduction and, removal of intermediaries. Transactive energy allows the distributed energy sources and devices to trade energy in a distributed manner without a centralized system. However, when a smart grid with IoT technology is used then the issues of security and data privacy are critical. Authors in [85] have proposed an infrastructure for enabling secure, reliable, and a costeffective transactive energy solution based on blockchain and smart contracts in Smart Grids. Researchers have also identified the potentials of energy trading using BIoT technology and proposed electric business models and Peer-to-peer energy trade using IoT and blockchain technology [86] .
3) MANAGEMENT
The blockchain has also been identified as a management solution for IoT devices and networks. Blockchain stores immutable information about the data transaction and communication between the IoT nodes, maintains the historical data about the mobility, trace data from the origin to the destination, ensure data integrity and authentication. Based on blockchain model, researcher have proposed autonomous network management system for IoT network [87] , and IoT devices [88] . Some claim of providing scalability to IoT data access, device networks [89] , while others provide IoT devices configuration and key management systems [87] .
4) PRIVACY
Due to the lack of standardization in IoT, the large scale of the IoT network, and the centralized access model of IoT data, privacy of IoT data is an ongoing challenge. Many solutions have been proposed to solve the privacy issues in the field of IoT, but they are based on a centralized entity, which effects the scalability of the IoT networks. Blockchain, with its decentralized structure enables the data privacy mechanism without inducing the scalability issue. IoT data is stored on a blockchain and parts of it is release temporarily to receive services and make transactions. To enable privacy in the IoT, researcher have proposed light-weight blockchain solutions. Dorri et al. have presented a lightweight blockchain with algorithms for lightweight consensus, distributed trust, and throughput management [90] , which is optimized for IoT. Similarly, another lightweight solution is proposed with a case study on BIoT based smart home framework [91] . Furthermore, research has been done in maintaining privacy in data and access control mechanism for IoT [92] and providing anonymity to users and devices in an IoT scenario using blockchain [93] . In [81] , the authors have presented a network architecture to provide data privacy using blockchains and InterPlanetary File System (IPFS). In the proposed ''Standard Consortium'' architecture, smart blockchain contracts control access, while providing accountability to both data owners and third parties. Chain of Things [94] is platform for an integrated blockchain and IoT hardware solution to solve IoT's issues related to privacy, security, and interoperability, while Filament [95] provides a hardware solution for transactions between IoT devices using blockchain for enterprise and industrial IoT.
5) TRUST
In IoT infrastructure, the lack of trust between devices is a critical issue as the nodes themselves are not able to implement the complex trust algorithms. Mostly, trust is maintained using a centralized trusted third party, which inherit the issue of single point of failure. Blockchain, with it decentralized mechanism, solves the issue of single point of failure and also ensures that the IoT devices can communicate or perform transaction without the need of establishing trust between stakeholders. By integrating the blockchain in the IoT infrastructure, one can maintain credibility by verifying the IoT entities based on the chain of hashed blocks [96] . Researchers have also worked on identifying attacks on trust, such as, sybil attack and provide scalable solution for making the BIoT communication attack resistant [97] . Different consortium for enabling BIoT, such as Trusted IoT Alliance [70] , have ensured that the platforms developed by them maintain trust and credibility in BIoT communications [73] , [98] , [99] . [91] . It is lightweight blobkchain-based smart home framework proposed for security and privacy gains [90] . Similarly, a lightweight protocol for achieving industrial grade data reliability and security in Wireless Sensor Network using blockchain mechanism is proposed in [82] . Some researcher are working on developing multiple architectures and protocols to enable key-based authentication for IoT devices [104] based on a combination of the OSCAR architecture and the ACE authorization framework (named IoTChain) [105] . A trust is one of the enabling technology for secure communication, have proposed a tamper-proof, scalable and blockchain-based data structure (called TrustChain), and presented NetFlow, which is a Sybil-resistant model to determine trustworthiness [97] . Modum is a platform developed for enabling data reliability and confidentiality in BIoT [106] . In BIoT, maintaining identity for each node, providing privacy to the nodes as well as authentication the devices are some of the major concerns. Therefore, researchers have focused on providing solutions for secure user identity management [93] , device authentication [104] , [107] and maintaining privacy [92] . Furthermore, state-of-the-art solutions are proposed by researchers for data assurance [108] , data integrity [109] and access control mechanism [92] , while Ghuli et al. presented a peer-to-peer identification mechanism for the ownership of IoT devices in a cloud environment [110] . Similarly, in [111] , the authors investigates how confidentiality and integrity can be ensured in BIoT to maintain availability and accountability of IoT data and devices.
7) DECENTRALIZATION AND SCALABILITY
IoT infrastructure relies on the centralized architecture, which make it hard for the IoT ecosystem to be scalable. By integrating the decentralized blockchain technology in the IoT, most of the issues of the IoT can be resolved. Researchers have devised blockchain based solution for solving the scalability issue of IoT. A scalable peer-to-peer identification mechanism is presented in [110] for the transfer of ownership of IoT devices between similar blockchains. A service oriented architecture (SOA) based on a semantic blockchain of IoT devices is proposed in [112] for registration, discovery, selection and payment using smart contracts in BIoT. Furthermore, a distributed access control system for IoT based on blockchain [89] and smart locks for smart contracts for providing distributed shared economy [113] are also proposed.
8) DATA PROVENANCE
As a blockchain is capable of maintaining an immutable record of transactions which is computationally secure and reliable, the historic data about the communication or transaction between the IoT devices can also be recorded in similar way. Data provenance is a technique used to provide traceability of data from the origin to the destination, which is used to ensure data integrity and authentication of sender. With the integration of blockchain mechanism in the IoT infrastructure data provenance can be achieved which is reliable and secure itself from man in the middle and data spoofing attacks. Therefore, quite a few solutions have been proposed for ensuring data provenance in BIoT environment, such as in [114] - [116] . In a supply-chain scenario the data provenance solution based on blockchain can be utilized in asset and goods tracking [117] . Chronicled is such a solution which uses BIoT for secure exchange of physical assets [118].
9) SMART CONTRACTS
Although blockchain provides solutions to many of the IoT problem; however, it has high computational requirements, which demands cost-effective and less time and resource consuming mechanism. Christidis et al. have evaluation the potential challenges in integrating blockchain with the IoT framework and identified the issues for developing light-weight solutions for implementing smart contracts in BIoT [11] . In [113] the author proposed Slock.it a solution to implement smart contract in BIoT based on Ethereum [113] .
10) STORAGE AND DATABASE
Blockchain technology, due to its distributed nature, can contribute in developing distributed database and storage facilities. Not only the storage system would be distributed, blockchain can also ensure data integrity, access control and authorization of users. Zhou et al. have presented a blockchain based IoT system, called BeeKeeper, which provides secure distributed storage and provides distributed computation by using IoT devices computational powers without losing data privacy [122] . BigchainDB is a distributed storage software based on blockchain technology, which provides high transaction rate, low latency, indexing and query of structured data [123] . Shafagh et al. have presented a distributed storage solution for recording IoT data and maintaining data audit [124] . As a large amount of data is collected by an IoT ecosystem, a solution for data analytics was proposed in [125] which is based on blockchain technology and provide distributed data storage. Similar to storage, BIoT solutions can be used to provide other resources as a service to the users. In [121] , the authors have presented and idea of using blockchain in IoT as a service from Cloud/Fog which can reduce the computational load on IoT devices.
E. CHALLENGES FOR BIOT
IoT, with its applications in variety of industries, has certain characteristics, such as, the limitation of memory, computational capacity and power supply, along with high data generation, that induce high number of challenges [10] . Furthermore, due to its centralized structure, scalability and single point of failure are critical issues. The integration of blockchain within the IoT infrastructure shows potential solution with its distributed nature and immutable data records. However, the integrated IoT with blockchain, BIoT, has certain issues and challenges that the research community is required to address. The requirements, issues and challenges of BIoT have been analyzed by the research community [126] and presented in Table 4 ; however, the need to comprehensively evaluate the problems and identify solutions to BIoT integration is still a hot and unexplored topic. Some of the major issues in the BIoT are discussed in this section.
1) LIMITED RESOURCES
Due to the limited resources of IoT devices, the high computational and time consuming algorithms of blockchain are not suitable for BIoT in their pure form. Cryptographic algorithm, hash functions, consensus algorithm and Smart contract have high load on computation, power, storage and have high latency. The current size of hash for blockchain is relatively high for IoT devices. Furthermore, IoT nodes generate high amount of data as compared to the cryptocurrency node, which augments the requirement of storage. Research community have analyzed some of these issues and identified possible adaptation in the blockchain mechanism for reducing computational load [127] , energy consumption [4] , and storage requirements [10] on IoT devices. Dorri et al. proposed an optimized blockchain that could be suitable for IoT infrastructure [133] . Concept of virtualization has been introduces for solving limited resource issues [72] , [128] .
2) SECURITY
In their statistical report, the International Data Corporation has identified the challenge of security to be the most critical. In a report, it says, ''IDC believes that providing security and trust for IoT use cases requires new solutions and approaches that go beyond traditional techniques used in typical IT environments. In this respect, the fundamental concepts behind blockchain technology are quite powerful, offering compelling features to secure IoT applications, networks, and devices''. However, the current cryptographic functions, due to scarce resources of IoT are hard to implement. Elliptic curve cryptography and RSA based public key encryption have a large footprint and are deemed as not suitable for BIoT [129] . Furthermore, there are still issues in the reliability of the blockchain as it is widely believed that blockchain is used by malicious entities for acquisition of economic gain. On the topic of security in blockchain, some researchers have written comprehensive reviews for identifying issues and challenges [100] , [101] , [129] , however, the need for the optimized solution for tackling these issues is eminent. Data integrity is implicitly implemented in blockchain in maintaining the hash chain for each record [109] , however, the issue of maintaining availability and accountability in BIoT pose a challenge. A potential solution is discussed in [111] by Boudguiga et al. but a lightweight solution is the missing ingredient. In IoT, the devices are more prone to be hacked or attacked by internal or external nodes due to the lack of update mechanism for configuration and firmware with vulnerabilities.
3) SCALABILITY
IoT is a centralized architecture and lacks scalability. The distributed nature of blockchain has to be carefully implemented as to avoid the issue of scalability. As the scale of a blockchain increases, the size of blockchain hash also increases. This puts a lot of load on the storage of IoT nodes. Researchers have identified this issue and proposed some solutions, such as, the semantic blockchain [112] and the scalable architecture for access management [89] and for solving the scalability issues. It is also recommended to use edge,cloud or fog computing nodes to relieve the load from the IoT devices by maintaining a hybrid distributed architecture of centralized BIoT networks [131] .
4) PRIVACY/ANONYMITY
The public key or hash is used by the node in the BIoT as its ID, hence there can be an issue of anonymity and privacy. In cryptocurrency, anonymity may not be an issue, but in an application like smart healthcare. A user may not want to identify his/her identity or maintain privacy about his/her data. Moreover, as the IoT devices are physically and computational easy to be hacked or attacked, the issue of data privacy becomes critical. Also, different countries of the world have separate rules about data privacy of the user and devices. Hence, a global privacy standard is needed to be implemented all over the world [130] . This would simplify the privacy issues and requirements. Kravitz et al.
have presented a solution for securing user identity in a BIoT environment [93] , while a case study for smart home is presented in [91] to identify privacy issues and challenges in BIoT [91] . Filament [95] and Chain of Things [94] are platforms that promise solutions for maintaining privacy in BIoT environment. The use of private blockchain can be used to limit the access of users in a blockchain, which can limit the loss of privacy to certain domain.
5) CONSENSUS, SMART CONTRACTS & REGULATORY ISSUES
In BIoT, due to the limited resources of computation, storage, memory, and bandwidth, the consensus algorithms used in cryptocurrency blockchain are hard to be implemented. Although, there are some solutions proposed by the research community for devising a consensus algorithm [132] , which is lightweight enough to be more suitable for IoT devices in terms of energy consumption. But they still require a lot of computational resources and time. Some have suggested to put the load of consensus and mining on the Fog nodes [131] , however, this would disrupt the distributed nature of the blockchain. Smart contracts have introduced potential killer applications in IoT, such as, automated reliable transactions, payment, fee collection, etc. However, their effectiveness is related to the low cost implementation solution for blockchain in BIoT. Due to the lack of standard for implementing blockchain, the legal issues are also needed to be solved for BIoT [10] . From supply chain to asset tracking, to online shopping, these application would not be envisaged unless there is a global standard defined that can be implemented all over the world [130] .
6) MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES
Apart of the issues and challenges that are discussed above, there are many important issues and challenges that need to be resolved for fully utilizing the true potential of blockchain based IoT. Some of these challenges are: Device heterogeneity in IoT, Interoperability of protocols and standards, throughput and latency, federation between BIoTs, IoT device firmware trusted updates, and vulnerabilities in blockchain algorithms. These issues seem small but it affects the optimization of BIoT.
F. CONSUMER APPLICATIONS OF BIOT
Although there are a lot of challenges, issues and requirement that needed to be answered in realizing the full potential of the BIoT, it shows promising potential in the field of future applications [134] , [135] . According to the International Data Corporation (IDC) almost 20% of IoT deployments will include blockchain technology by 2019. Some of the promising applications of BIoT are: supply chain management, border control, food provenance, drug authentication, smart metering, crypto-asset management, digital identity, deed authentication, smart cities, data provenance for medical records, etc.
IV. BLOCKCHAIN IN HEALTHCARE A. EXISTING HEALTHCARE PROBLEMS
Blockchain is an emerging enabling technology that can provide solutions for real world problems including healthcare which is considered as one of the basic human rights. In the last few years, blockchain technology has gained reasonable confidence as a smart new trusted distributed system for performing and storing transaction record in the form of distributed ledger. However, according to the healthcare perspective, the stakeholders are more involved in discussing and questioning blockchain as a platform rather than focusing on healthcare issues that can be solved by blockchain. Therefore, in this section, we will first highlight the healthcare major issues that can be addressed by this technology then we will discuss the possible solutions [12] . Figure 11 shows the conceptual ecosystem for the use of blockchain technology in healthcare [136] . The figure highlights various stakeholders involved including patient, doctor, insurance companies, payment provider, and research institutions. Blockchain can facilitate the interoperability of updated digital health profile of patients in a timely manner along with other benefits, such as, patient data security, protecting patient's identity, and the coordination of care. Now we highlight the major healthcare issues that can be addressed by the blockchain technology.
1) SECURE HEALTH INFORMATION EXCHANGE BETWEEN STAKEHOLDERS a: ENSURING PRIVACY
The ensuring privacy of healthcare record is one of the major concerns while exchanging information between various stakeholders, such as, doctors, local and international research and development units, health organizations, government sectors, patients history, and information forwarded to their caregivers.
b: IMPROVE INTEGRITY OF HEALTH RECORDS
Improving or maintaining the high level of data integrity is critical in healthcare as the prescription, lab test and major operation are suggested based on these records. Errors in the record could lead to wrong diagnosis and inappropriate care. These errors can be produced in electronic systems during exchange, sharing, and storing record.
c: DECENTRALIZED HEALTH INSURANCE RECORD
Most countries are following health insurance system in which insurance is used to pay the expenses against the healthcare services that are provided to the patient, both locally and internationally. Various models of health insurance are followed all over the world but mostly this insurance is provided through social insurance system or private insurance companies. Decentralization of these insurance record is critical for ensuring health services to patients irrespective of their resident country.
2) COST OF HEALTHCARE TRANSACTIONS
In healthcare system transaction, there are various factors that produces cost including redundant transmission cost, intermediary between related organizations, and near realtime processing. The challenge is to propose a model that will incur low cost healthcare transactions between stakeholders.
3) MASTER PATIENT IDENTIFIER
In enterprise systems there is a concept of master patient index or identifier to maintain consistent and accurate medical record of patient across various organizations. Patient identification matching is a major problem when it comes to global healthcare services. Identification matching in Healthcare transaction, such as, exchange of healthcare record, can violate the integrity of medical record and this could have severe consequences.
4) LIMITED ACCESS TO HEALTH RECORD
In terms of healthcare information exchange, limited access to health record is provided to maintain security; however, this also creates hurdles in researching about the analyses of various diagnosis and effects of certain prescriptions. In general, it is an obstacle to further ethical research and development.
5) CONFLICTING OR INCONSISTENT RULES AND PERMISSION RELATED TO HEALTHCARE
This highlights the issues of allowing right health organization to access required patients medical record at the right time. There are different regulations by countries related to the access-rights of patients' medical record and this introduces challenges related to the availability of medical record for right stakeholder at the desired time. We believe smart contract concept in blockchain can reasonably address this issue which we will discuss in detail in the next section.
6) INTEROPERABILITY WITH HEALTHCARE DATA AND APPLICATIONS
There are challenges of interoperability when it comes to access, exchange, and storage for healthcare application and data. It first requires establishment of trust between various stakeholders and then assurance of secure access and transactions. We believe blockchain has the capability to address these challenges.
B. BLOCKCHAIN APPLICATIONS IN HEALTHCARE
We observe that there is a lot of talk about the blockchain technology itself; however, the discussions on solution of existing healthcare industry problem using this technology is ignored. Here, we review suggested solutions for the existing healthcare problems by the researchers, industries, and other stakeholders.
There are various use cases and exemplary applications prototype of blockchain technology in healthcare. For example, in a recently published paper [137] , authors have classified blockchain healthcare applications in six narrow areas. In this article, we present review of applications from two perspectives; (a) proposed by research community and (b) from industry and then classify them in four broader applications areas: 1) Secure Electronic Health record exchange, 2) Pharmaceutical Supply chain, 3) Secure Remote patient monitoring, and 4) Healthcare Insurance claim and Data Analytics. We now briefly review some of these healthcare applications.
1) SECURE ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORD EXCHANGE
In the last few years researchers have focused on proposing blockchain technology as secure solution for online exchange of healthcare data between parties. For example, in the white paper published by Deloitte [12] , the authors proposed a new distributed blockchain framework for supporting integration and secure interoperability of healthcare information across a range of stakeholder worldwide. Lack of common architecture and standards for efficient secure exchange of healthcare information is their main motivation in this paper.
In the first phase, they suggest to check for the four preconditions before initiating the use of blockchain technology for healthcare sector. They suggest to use blockchain in case of fulfillment of these pre-conditions. In second phase, they suggest healthcare organizations to design use cases mainly to verify and authenticate information or value of transactions involves in the use case. Third phase discusses the smart contract that automatically executes on fulfillment of conditions. This strengthen the technology by enhancing the trust between stakeholders. Last phase proposes to implement the proposed blockchain solution as either permissioned or permissionless blockchain. They also define the concept of on-chain and off-chain data in a transaction layer.
In [138] authors have suggested an approach for health information exchange using blockchain. They address the problem of cross institutional exchange and sharing of healthcare data. This is the major problem for healthcare sector mainly due to the privacy concerns and rules. First, they define some assumptions related to the stakeholders involved, then they define the structure and semantics of the block containing entries of the patient in the healthcare blockchain. Then they define four phases of adding a new block in the blockchain, similar to Bitcoin. They use SHA 256 as hashing algorithm. Then they suggest an algorithm for proof of interoperability for network consensus. Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) [139] is used as standard for exchanging health record. The proposed algorithm inputs pending transactions, set of FHIR profiles URLs, current block, and set of valid transaction. It checks profile conformance then makes a validate request for FHIR server and finally checks the response for the proof of interoperability.
Authors in [140] proposed a model to ensure privacy of patient data on private blockchain. They propose to apply privacy preserving online machine learning algorithm, such as, explorer on a private blockchain network. Figure12 shows the example of the block in the proposed model. Each bock represents a transaction and each transaction consists of model, flag, hash, and error. Then the authors propose an algorithm for the proof of information. The algorithm inputs the site S (stakeholder), waiting and polling time periods, and number of sites N participating in the transaction. The algorithm outputs the latest online machine learning model M.
Since year 2015, many companies worldwide started investigating in the blockchain technology in healthcare, business and other sectors.
TIERION [16] creates technology and products related to healthcare. As per our knowledge this is the first company to complete project related to use of blockchain in healthcare in 2015. They foresee blockchain technology for verification of range of things from medical record to online shopping. They initiated a project with the name ''Proof'' [141] , which uses Bitcoin blockchain to prove integrity and timestamp of the data. Figure 13 shows the common use cases of blockchain technology proposed by the TIERION company including record of immutable history of business process, credential for verification, in IoT, etc.
2) PHARMACEUTICAL SUPPLY CHAIN
There are some blockchain health care applications in terms of Pharmaceutical supply chain. For example, authors in [142] propose to use blockchain to provide secure access to the temperature record of pharmaceutical products during their transportation to the various stakeholders in the market. This allows the pharmaceutical company to monitor the quality control process of drugs during their transportation. Similarly authors in [91] , propose a conceptual design of pharmaceutical turnover control system using hyperledger fabric platform of blockchain. They have identified three types of nodes (namely, client, ordering, and endorsing nodes) and role of each node type. The client node places a transaction execute order which is supervised by endorser node, and ordering node involves in creating block of transactions and their status update.
GEM [17] is a company that provide solution in healthcare and supply chain. GEM has created GEMOS (a blockchain based operating system), which is an enterprise platform that will enable data driven healthcare economy to securely share and access data with the right permission. They investigated the healthcare use cases with their partner company PHILIPS to explore how blockchain technology facilitates in patient centric approach to healthcare. They have also published their finding related to blockchain use in healthcare.
3) SECURE REMOTE PATIENT MONITORING
In this subsection, we review blockchain applications related to secure patient monitoring. In [143] , authors have proposed to use blockchain technology for secure remote patient monitoring. They suggested to use Ethereum based public blockchain system that uses smart contract system that allow real time monitoring of patients, sending notification to medical experts, patients, care-givers and allow secure storage of all events as transactions records on the blockchain. This solves common security vulnerabilities of general remote patient monitoring system by providing resilient to various type of manipulations. The transaction can be traced back to its origin in blockchain. Verified blocks are immutable in blockchain; however, this process of verifying each block requires time which results in a delay. Privacy of patient health record is ensured by assignment of anonymous identity to each record.
4) HEALTHCARE INSURANCE CLAIM AND DATA ANALYTICS
We can find some example of using blockchain for healthcare insurance. For example,a healthcare insurance storage system using blockchain is proposed in [144] . They suggest secure storage of healthcare insurance record that can help hospitals and insurance companies requirement of huge storage spaces and security mechanisms. This blockchain consists of nodes representing hospitals, insurance companies, servers, and record nodes. In [145] authors have suggested how insurer and insurance companies will benefits from blockchain technology to target specific needs and secure storage and access of healthcare insurance record.
HealthCoin [18] is a platform that uses blockchain technology that allow employee, their insurer, and government to publicize diabetic prevention awareness to all stakeholder of the society. Some examples of blockchain in data analytics were also found, such as, authors in [146] have investigated the use of blockchain technology to train, retrain and classify deep learning architecture in Patient-Specific Arrhythmia Classification. Similarly, a software company named ''Blockchain Health'' [147] created a secure connection between stakeholders to share healthcare research data securely. GitHub [2] has also initiated projects related to using blockchain technology in healthcare. It also provides the platform where researcher and industry can share and collaborate.
C. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
In this subsection, we compare, categorize and analyze existing solution for using blockchain technology for healthcare. Blockchain healthcare solutions from industry and research community point of view are summarized in Table 5 . Blockchain solutions for Healthcare are also summarized in Table 5 .
An illustration of healthcare related blockchain projects is provided in Figure14. These projects from various companies are categorized in three main categories: a) Healthcare data infrastructure which focuses on providing blockchain as a service b) Personal Health Record Management provides health data as a service c) Health Analytics which focuses on analytics and research findings To sum up, we have observed the tremendous potential of blockchain technology in healthcare. Specifically, in providing secure healthcare data infrastructure sharing healthcare data between various stakeholders. Both research community and industry also realized this potential and explored the use of this technology for healthcare aggressively in the last three years. Table 5 shows the basic analysis of the work done so far related to blockchain in healthcare highlighting key parameters. These parameters include the problems addressed, major contribution in the research paper or the project, and major strength and weakness.
V. BLOCKCHAIN IN BUSINESS
Bockchain technology is shy of the ''peak of inflated expectations'' for the most emerging technologies. A range of industries including healthcare [1] , [151] , [152] , supply chain management [153] - [155] , finance [156] - [158] , insurance [159] - [161] , and logistics [162] - [164] are use cases of blockchain.
Blockchain is a replicated, append-only dataset, which has the major strength of maintaining tamper-proof distributed digital ledger of transactions that is updated based on consensus mechanism [36] , [165] within entities. This integrity aware append-only technology helps in many business related use-cases and applications. In blockchain, all the transactions or digital events are recorded in public ledger [166] accessible to all nodes in the network thus enforces integrity of data over the network [167] . The data and information once uploaded to the network can never be altered or removed without consensus [168] . It ultimately offers a democratized system which can contribute in improving economy.
One of the most emergent use cases of blockchain in businesses is a computer program known as smart-contract, introduced in 1994 by Nick Szabo, which automatically executes based on predefined configuration to fulfill various terms of contract [169] - [171] . Ethereum [28] and Codius [172] have implemented smart contracts alongside blockchain.
A. BLOCKCHAIN IN CLOUD -OUTSOURCING
Blockchain solutions are adopted in cloud computing, such as, in [173] the author adopted blockchain for providing trusted solution for outsouring of services and for their customer's secure payment. Trust is a real concern in cloud computing adoption. However, by enabling blockchain underlying the cloud services. It will strengthen the outsourcing business and will get more customer.Similarly, in [174] the author has given more detailed analysis and results regarding the trusted payment system among the users and outsourcing service providers.
B. REAL-ESTATE USE-CASES
Another business related implementation of smart contract is the smart property [175] , [176] which deals with buying and selling of physical and non-physical properties including buildings, houses, lands and even the organizational shares [177] , [178] . There are applications of property registration system that can register the Lands of the country and any other real-estate. The existing property registration systems are either manual or its on centralized which offcourse do not offer any restrictions to record tempering and transparency. Some of these real-estate proposals are based on permmissioned blockchain while some of them are on public blockchain, such as, ehtereum.
C. BANKING
Banking sector is shifting and looking for opportunities to implement its applications as per blockchain analogy in its setup. Famous banks including Barclays [179] , Goldman Sachs [180] , LohmusRain, LHV bank [181] have shown that the blockchain can be the most secure and tested mean for implementation of finance and banking related matters [182] . They are working on creation of framework to utilize benefits of blockchain. Consequently, Mastercard, NASDAK, Visa, and life insurance companies [183] are investing to explore the possible adoption of blockchains into their respective systems. Table 6 shows a comparison of traditional banking with Internet and additionally blockchain enabled bank services with various parameters. That helps to judge the benefits of blockchahin enabled banking with traditional services.
D. STOCK EXCHANGE/FINANCE
For successful and in time trades settling and clearing in securely fashion, stock exchanges list company shares. Theoretically, possibility does exist to transfer shares via the blockchain which can be purchased and sold in a secondary market that resides on top of blockchain. Figure 15 shows various steps involved in the transfer of funds using blockchain technology.
Famous organizations including overstock, Samsung, IBM, Amazon, Citi, Ebay, Verizon Wireless, UBS and many more are striving for new opportunities of utilizing blockchain in their domains [184] - [186] . Similarly, non-financial applications can be implemented through blockchain. As a result, proofs of health records, legal documents, payments, notary services, and marriage licenses in the blockchain can be effectively managed [14] , [31] . Privacy can be maintained by storing digital signature of the asset rather than the asset itself.
E. SUPPLY-CHAIN
Crosby et al. [34] conducted a study of financial and nonfinancial sectors that have adopted blockchain and provides challenges faced by businesses in the current digital world. The merchants and consumers during businesses may come across problems wherein counterfeit products are sold. Imagine usage of blockchain which can perform role as a third party which possesses details of counterfeit and original products. The consumers using such services may purchase products with much ease. BlockVerify [187] can verify a number of products including electronic devices, pharmaceuticals, luxury items, diamonds, etc. DNS servers are currently controlled by governments and organizations. These servers are at risk as they are operated in centralized fashion where the system can be hijacked to observe the usage of the Internet by particular users. NameCoin [56] , a fork of blockchain, is a distributed network that resolves such issues as users can have same phone-book on their computers. Blockchain has remained a best choice in the music industry as well. Writers, singers and other stakeholders involved in the music industry do utilize public ledger to store various information and have smart contracts. In order to ascertain possession of legal documents and properties, blockchain provides an online solution known as Proof of Existence [34] . It is pertinent to mention here that not the original item is stored rather fingerprint of the property is stored in the blockchain. Challenges do exist in collaborative business process execution as depicted in Figure 16 .
There are at least five parties involved and challenges include placing of orders with manufacturer from the buyer, calculation of demand placement of order through a third party which forwards order to supplier and makes arrangement for transportation. In case of delays, the five parties involved usually blame each others. For example, if the manufacturer receives materials four days after the agreed date and refuses to accept the material then the transportation charges are at least needed to be paid; however, due to the lack of maintaining proper history of transactions, the same does not happen and the carrier is at risk. Weber et al. [3] proposed and developed a technique comprising of various components that integrates blockchain in the business processes to coordinate each other in a manner so that the central authority is not required and still the trust is maintained. They provided idea of using translators to translate business rules into smart contract for implementation using blockchain infrastructure. In order to connect with external world, triggers are utilized that acts as a bridge between blockchain and organization's private process implementation. A trigger converts API calls into transactions. The solution is evaluated through experiments and the creation of 500 smart contracts and the execution of over 8000 transactions to show the efficiency of the approach.
VI. BLOCKCHAIN IN VEHICULAR INDUSTRY
Automobile industry is also adopting blockchain technology due to its cutting edge benefits. Volkswagen has shown the use of IOTA Tangle system [188] for autonomous cars. BMW is using blockchain technology for managing its asset and logistics. BMW, Ford, Renault and General Motors are among the 30 companies in Mobility Open Blockchain Initiative (MOBI) along with IBM, Bosch and Blockchain at Berkeley. MOBI's mission is to accelerate the adoption of blockchain and to make sure that the industry is on the same page, not only by changing the mode of transportation, but also through use cases ranging from autonomous payment to ride sharing [189] , [190] . Similarly, Toyota in investing in blockchain supply chain management since 2016 through R3CEV consortium [191] .
Renault working on its car passport system based on blockchain [192] suggests Blockchain technology is also effective in tracking vehicles transporting goods. It will allow all stakeholders involved in transporting process to check relevant data and status while providing traceability and transparency. However, in best of our knowledge there is no work so far which uses blockchain technology for vehicle life cycle tracking. The authors of this paper are currently working on a project [193] related to implementing a blockchain based prototype system for vehicle life cycle tracking in Saudi Arabia. The project consists of designing and implementing a complete life cycle of vehicle tracking, starting from manufacturing, customs, registration, violations to buying and selling. We designed a secure and transparent architecture over selected blockchain platform(cf. Figure 17) .
A. BENEFIT OF USING BLOCKCHAIN IN BUSINESS SECTOR/SUMMARY
Benefits of Implementation of Blockchain in Business Sector:
a. The blockchain stores status of process under execution across the involved participants and on the basis of stored information, it creates audit trails. As a result, automated payment can be managed and thus behaves as an active mediator for data transformation or calculation.
b. In order to interact with processes outside the blockchain environment, interfaces or triggers are utilized. They connect process within the blockchain to external world processes i.e. outside the blockchain. To impose security and integrity of contents, smart contracts are not allowed to directly interact with the world outside the blockchain. Triggers are utilized to act as agents of organization.
In a nutshell through the use of blockchains, all participants have the opportunity to execute collaborative processes over networks of nodes which are not trusted. Secondly, the state of processes is advanced based on the confirming messages. Third, funds and payments can be coded into the process and forth, a changeless ledger maintains log of transactions, which may not be successful.
B. BLOCKCHAIN APPLICATION SCENARIOS
Blockchain can turn as a fundamental innovation for efficient financial management in the business sector. Subsequently, given its impressive linger behind the FinTech 1.0, managing an account industry ought to use the benefits of its assets and size, with a specific end goal to effectively lead research and testing of blockchain applications. This will empower them to wind up the pioneers of technological applications that can lead and take an interest in the development of new business scenes.
Blockchain can set up credit components in situations where there is no shared trust among parties that introduce high costs induced by the unspecialized part of centralization. Money management procedures include issues, such as, productivity bottlenecks, exchange margins, fraud, and activity risks. Blockchain technologies can solve such problems by applying decentralized trust.
1) DISTRIBUTED CLEARING MECHANISM
Interbank transfer of funds regularly depend on handling by middle person clearing firms, which includes a progression of confounded procedures, including accounting, exchange balancing transactions, initialization of payments and so forth. In this way, the procedure included is extensive and exorbitant. Table 7 summarized various implementations of blockchain business.
VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
Centralized IoT network affected by traditional Botnets and other malware. Around two million devices,DNS services and others affected, in 2017 only, by Botnets of Things. That shows the IoT devices in the centralized network are not protected and vulnerable for tempering of data. Blockchain based solutions can provide security for data theft due to the inscripted transactions among the devices. Similarly, some IoT solutions are only utilizing the secure storage of blockchain which is its core characteristic of the blockchain. So, shifting completely to blockchain or partially, both provide strong benefits to the current security issues of centralized IoT network. So, in our recommendation is atleast partial adoption of blockchain will provide quick security to the existing IoT infrastructure.
Centralized IoT network faces high cost of server maintenance on a single body. According to the current statistics, the IoT device manufacturers keep very small margins. At the same time, plenty of investment is needed to serve hundreds of billions of smart devices. To reduce the cost of smart IoT devices, decentralized network can distribute cost on multiple stakeholders as well as better security, integrity and reliability of network will be provided. So, in all aspects, it is highly recommended to adopt blockchain as a future network infrastructure for IoT devices.
As a result of the thorough review, in this article, we realize the potential of blockchain technology in improving global healthcare data exchange and applications. After reviewing the solutions from both research community and industry in recent years, we believe this technology can address the major issues in improving global healthcare services around the world. However, we believe there are challenges in adaptation of blockchain technology in general. These adaption challenges will be the point of discussion in various forums in the next five years by all stakeholders including healthcare industries, research community, industry and major healthcare solution providers. Blockchain emerging technology in effectively been utilized in the businesses, finance, industries sectors. Its use cases as reported earlier are smart contracts, Ethereum, smart property which includes buying and selling of physical as well non-physical properties including cars, lands, buildings, transferring shares etc. Similarly, banking sector is investing resources to look for opportunities to utilize the features offered by blockchain and to effectively manage matters relating to finance and banking. Through the use of blockchain, stakeholders involved in the businesses have now to execute collaborative processes over networks of nodes while the distributed automated transfer of funds and clearing mechanism satiate the overall business activities and ensure the timely execution of processes. The distributed changeless ledger further imposes integrity of the contents as stored on the blockchain which is more appealing.
Here we highlight the future prospects of blockchain technology from various point of views, such as, in terms of its core architectures (in section II), its applications in IoT (described in section III), healthcare applications (discussed in section IV), and similarly, business related applications (as elaborated in section V).
Consensus algorithm plays a vital role in the core functionality of blockchain. A critical future prospects is the transition from Proof-of-Work to new consensus algorithm, its testing, implementation and performance analysis. Ethereum has initiated this work. In another aspects, research community will observe, ''how enterprise blockchain and alliance will react and adopt new cryptocurrencies like NEM and EOS''. As off now there are no software standards that define connectivity between IoT and blockchain. Authors in [194] suggested that an embedded wallet for IoT could solve this issue in the future application of blockchain in IoT. Blockchain can play a critical role in ensuring secure storage and sharing of information for smart cities and house in the future along with IoT technology. Blockchain technology has the potential to revolutionize the future of Global collaboration for effective Healthcare services around the world. The features of secure sharing and storage of data gives confidence to the users around the world to upload medical data for example DNA data. This will not only help the healthcare institutions but will also allow to create powerful data-sets for research community. Authors in [195] suggested that the most of the applications of blockchain in healthcare are short term projects focusing on healthcare consortium and drug supply chain. However, the long term applications focusing on universal identities and effective patient health record is yet to be investigated in future. Blockchain technology potential and existing applications in business have shown a new viewpoint of decentralized economical system in future. However, there are various hurdles and speculations about the limitation of this technology when it comes to adoption of this technology by the banking systems. Blockchain is consider as antithesis of central banking system due to the way it functions which is contradictory to conventional monetary polices. We believe study of possible legal framework and standards in future will certainly allow adoption of this technology in businesses and financial industry.
From security point of view, we think investigation of Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) is required in terms of privacy and security of the individual node. We believe some other aspects, such as, process of standardization, legal issues, and rights of individuals and organizations will be investigated in the future.
VIII. CONCLUSION
There is continuous susceptible threats to integrity of personal sensitive data and other expensive resources in the hands of third parties. There are more chances that resources are misused. Best practices to effectively execute processes are more vital and essential to address issues during interoperability. The blockchain is receiving widespread acceptance and deployment throughout fields of interests where users do not trust third party and are always aware of data collection and its usage. Similarly, laws and regulations are enforced automatically through programming and the computationally tamper proof ledger acts as legal evidence for processing data. This paper provides a extensive details of various use cases of blockchains that could provide readers and researchers insight to further explore possibilities to work in the domains of IoT security, healthcare, business and many others, such as, vehicle tracking -real estate -Banking. Implementing blockchain in the healthcare can engage millions of healthcare practitioners and experts to share vast amount of healthcare data, identify and share new ways of curing and preventing diseases. Similarly, utilizing blockchain in IoT can significantly reduce cost and capacity constraints with more robust security. Addressing security concerns, through the blockchain malicious processes can be detected easily and prevented accordingly which is in contrast to previous solution which are susceptible to manipulation. Moreover, blockchain architectural designs do address issues like single point failure and provides features where many systems hold identical information.
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